Al ab Sca

g Hun

Search for items around your house and yard that
begin with each letter of the alphabet! Can you find
something for all 26 letters?
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CONNECT THE SOUND
TO THE ANIMAL

Draw a line to match the sound to the animal that
makes it!
Baaa
Oink
Meow
Ribbet
Quack
Gobble
Neigh
Bock

Cat
Duck
Frog
Chicken
Horse
Pig
Turkey
Sheep
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Craftsmen Cross Word Puzzle

See page 2 for questions
See page 3 for answers
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Craftsmen Puzzle
Questions
Down

Across
4. This article provided the craftsman with
light to work by ______
7. An important piece of equipment for a
weaver
8. Bolt's partner
10. A cook's craftsmanship might result in this
11. A potter uses one to make pots and a
spinner uses one to make yarn
13. A good craftsman keeps his workshop
neat and _________
14. Another word for a craftsman
18. A tool used to hold two pieces of wood
together tightly
19. A cook's craftsmanship might result in this
20. A craftsman might keep tools in this
22. A carpenter might make one for himself
as well as for Customers (2 words)
23. Sometimes a craftsman can do this to a
broken item
24. A fine craftsman is this
26. Necessary material for a printer
27. A carpenter's beast of burden?
30. Shoemaker
31. Wool and flax are made into yarn by
________
32. The name given to cloth made in the
home

1. Used with nuts to fasten things together
2. Material used by weavers
3. A blacksmith's work bench
5. A blacksmith's workshop
6. Hundreds of scraps and thousands of tiny
stitches make this a bed
9. A wooden hammer
12. A craftsman might use this to padlock the
door of his shop against thieves
14. A wood-chopping tool
15. 9 down hits this on the head
16. Tools used for cutting wood
17. A tailor would make this for a customer
19. A craftsman who works with metal
21. A noisy hand tool
22. He makes pots and pans
25. A tool or machine for shaping wood or
metal
28. A letter of the alphabet used to join two
pieces at a right angle
29. A wood-gouging tool
31. Horses go to the blacksmith for these

Word Bank
Saws, Cobbler, Awl, Stew, Coat, Hammer, Axe, Lantern, Chisel, Ink, Shoes,
Smith, Mallet, Quilt, Tinsmith, Nail, Forge, Yarn, Box, Artist, Sawhorse,
Clamp, Loom, Wheel, Tool chest, Artisan, Hasp, Spinning, Bolts, Homespun,
Anvil, Lathe, Tidy, Nut, Fix, Ell

Without the luxury of planes, early settlers were
forced to travel across the Atlantic Ocean aboard
slow, often leaky ships. Most of these wooden vessels
were hardly larger than a tennis court. Battling
strong winds, starvation and disease, travelers were
lucky to make it to the New World in weeks, if not
months.
This ship is preparing to depart from France.
Help it safely navigate the rough waters of
the Atlantic to reach North America.

WORD SEARCH

FIRST NATION

METIS

INUIT

LACROSS

TIPI

BANNOCK

KAYAK

CARIBOU

MOHAWK

BUFFALO

HAMMOCK

CANOE

This ship is ready to
depart from France.
Help it safely cross
the rough waters of
the Atlantic to reach
North America.

